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Abstract—Discussions surrounding Industry 5.0 emphasize the
need for a fully interconnected industrial ecosystem, integrating
AI and digital twins. In this environment, industrial equipment
must collaborate seamlessly with human workers, requiring
low-latency, high-data-rate connectivity for real-time monitor-
ing. To address this demand, Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN)
standards have been developed. However, configuring TSN in
dynamic industrial networks poses challenges. The IEEE 802.1Q
standard offers mechanisms like the Time-Aware Shaper (TAS)
to achieve deterministic latency when configured correctly. In
this paper, we tackle the configuration of TAS in dynamic
networks, like reconfiguration of production lines to fit produc-
tion objectives or the deployment of new applications in the
production line resulting in adding new flows in the network.
Our solution employs Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL),
trained and evaluated through simulations, offering adaptability
to changing network conditions and dynamic production line
reconfigurations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The industrial landscape is undergoing a profound trans-
formation, with Industry 4.0 and its successor, Industry 5.0,
leading the way. In the context of Industry 4.0, activities
such as monitoring the production line, including tasks like
gathering temperature and humidity data from sensors, can
reasonably accommodate relatively higher latency levels, often
in the range of 50 to 100 ms. However, when it comes to
real-time control of machines and robots, the performance
requirements become more stringent. These tasks necessitate
ultra-low latency such ad 100µs [1]. Achieving such rapid
responsiveness is critical for precision and safety in industrial
operations. Moreover, according to discussions on Industry
5.0, there is a strong push toward establishing a fully in-
terconnected industrial ecosystem. This vision encompasses
concepts like digital twins, human-centric communication,
and the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) [2]. In this
advanced environment, industrial equipment is anticipated to
seamlessly collaborate with human workers, necessitating low-
latency, high-data-rate connectivity for real-time monitoring.

Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) is a collection of stan-
dards that aims to include real-time features to wired Ethernet
networks [3]–[5]. TSN’s first advantage is its ability to guar-
antee high bandwidth and deterministic communications, with
high synchronicity, bounded and strict latency. The second

advantage is its configurable mechanisms that can handle a
combination of diverse traffic constraints on the same medium.
These mechanisms can efficiently adapt to a wide range of
services and ensure that the network can be customized to
meet the unique requirements and constraints of different
applications.

TSN also provides profiles that specify the TSN standards
to use and how to use them in particular application scenarios.
For example, the IEC/IEEE 60802 standard project provides
a TSN profile for industrial automation [1].

The main focus of this article is IEEE 802.1Q [6] standard
and more precisely, on its IEEE 802.1Qbv [7] amendment
(Amendment 25: Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic). The
objective of this standard is to minimize the queuing delay
in switches for critical traffic, thereby achieving a low and
consistent end-to-end latency. To accomplish this, the standard
proposes a time-sensitive queue draining approach that sched-
ules frame transmission relative to a recognized timescale
named Time-Aware Shaper (TAS). This mechanism involves
the installation of gates in front of queues that can be opened
or closed based on a configurable cycle time. This approach
enables the scheduling of frame transmissions using timing
derived from the IEEE 802.1AS [8] standard. Throughout the
remainder of the paper, we will use the abbreviation "TAS"
to refer to the scheduling mechanism outlined in the IEEE
802.1Qbv standard.

In industry 5.0 environment, the production lines can be
reconfigured over time and even new application can be
deployed as containers in the existing industrial networks,
resulting in a dynamic network where topology and flows are
varying. This poses a challenge regarding developing a new
algorithm capable to react to network change by computing
new TAS configuration within a limited time.

The TAS scheduling alone can lead to a well-known NP-
hard problem [9]–[11]. The common approach in literature is
based on engineering tools such as mathematical optimization
tools like Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations or
Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers [12]. However,
these engineering tools are unsuitable for configuring TAS in
dynamic network. First, to provide a good TAS configuration
to deploy, these tools require prior knowledge of all the flows
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that could be present in the network. In that sense, if a change
happen in the network, the computed TAS schedule is no
more effective. In case new flows are added to the network,
generating news TAS schedule through these engineering
tools can take several hours [13] before the new flows can
be accepted/rejected, and the decided configuration can be
deployed.

To surmount the challenges mentioned earlier, there arises
a crucial need for an algorithm capable of swiftly determining
TAS configurations. This algorithm must possess the agility to
promptly respond to emerging events, such as the introduction
of new data flows, alterations in network topology, or changes
in flow configurations. Furthermore, it should excel in accom-
modating the gradual deployment of applications within the
TSN network.

In this paper, we harness Reinforcement Learning (RL)
methodologies to develop a new TAS scheduling algorithm
capable to compute efficient TAS schedules within a reason-
able time frame. In particular, this work’s contributions are as
follows:

• We propose an RL-based TAS scheduling that is capable
to produce a TAS schedule by just observing the envi-
ronment state.

• We train the proposed solution over simulations using
OMNET++/INET network simulator. INET is a model
library with open-source features that includes the TSN
models.

• We show and compare the learning rate for three kinds of
topology. We show as well the capability of the algorithm
to accommodate the changing number of flows.

The remaining part of the document is organized as follows:
Section II gives an overview of the current state of the art while
Section III delineates the various elements of the suggested
approach. In Section IV, we explain the methodology we
employed for setting up the training loop and furnish the
evaluation of the schedules determined by the agent. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper and presents perspectives.

II. RELATED WORK

Several studies have tackled the challenge of configuring
TSN. For instance, the work done by [14] offers an analysis of
the real-time traffic that traverses the TSN network, allowing
for an assessment of whether time constraints are met. The
conventional method of computing a deterministic schedule
for TAS involves using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
formulation [9], [15]. While this approach is efficient for small
networks, it can take a significant amount of time to converge
for larger networks. Additionally, these are offline techniques
that are not suitable for open and reconfigurable networks.
Another example is [16]. This solution, which is based on the
IEEE 802.1Qcc standard [17], allows for online reconfigura-
tion of an IEEE 802.1Qbv-based network. However, it relies
on an admission control mechanism and does not modify the
Qbv time cycle in the switches. The issue of online schedule
reconfiguration remains an outstanding challenge in TSN [18].

The utilization of AI methods appears to hold great potential
for managing networks. It has the capability to predict net-
work congestion and make decisions regarding routing strate-
gies [19], [20]. Nonetheless, there have been limited efforts to
investigate the use of AI techniques for TSN configuration.
For example, the authors of [21] suggests using RL tech-
niques to schedule streams in 5G deterministic asynchronous
networks. The proposed solution exclusively configures the
Asynchronous Traffic Shaper (ATS) mechanism described in
the IEEE 802.1Qcr amendment to the IEEE 802.1Q standard.
In [13], the authors employ AI methods to determine the
feasibility of a potential configuration, i.e. whether it satis-
fies the application requirements. To accomplish this, they
experiment with simple supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms to classify possible configurations as feasible or
non-feasible. The primary disadvantage of this solution is that
the AI is only effective on a specific topology. When the
topology changes, their AI necessitates retraining. Moreover,
the proposed solution is unsuitable for online configuration.

A study by [22] has employed DRL to manage the routing
and scheduling of mixed-criticality traffic within a Determinis-
tic Networking (DetNet) framework, which operates at layer 3.
On the other hand, TSN operates at layer 2. Another research
by [23] has utilized DRL to support their TAS scheduling
algorithm. Nevertheless, their approach adopts the no-wait
model for TSN scheduling, which was initially introduced
in [24]. This approach involves scheduling being carried out
in the clients, necessitating a prior understanding of each flow.

The field of Reinforcement Learning is vast. A glimpse of it
can be found in [25]. To help choose the appropriate algorithm,
RL algorithms can be categorized. Firstly, the algorithms are
classified as model-based (where the agent can predict the
outcome of each action) or model-free. At first glance, since
we cannot predict the environment’s development, we will use
model-free algorithms. Secondly, we have to decide how the
agent will learn, either on-policy (where the algorithm assesses
and enhances the policy employed for selecting actions) or off-
policy (where the algorithm assesses and enhances a policy
that differs from the one used to select actions). We have two
algorithms that catch our attention.

III. RL-BASED TAS SCHEDULING

In this section, we describe our RL environment and the
assumptions made. We also present the RL formulation that
allows to learn and decide TAS scheduling.

A. Network model

The TAS mechanism shares a resemblance to the Time-
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technique. The transmis-
sion time is sliced into cycles of unchanging duration, which
are further divided into time sequences of variable lengths.
Each sequence is then allocated to a specific traffic class.
In Figure 1, the TAS mechanism is illustrated within a TSN
switch. The standard assigns a queue for each flow priority and
a logical gate controlling tranmission over each queue. These
gates can either be open (allowing frames in the associated



queue to be transmitted) or closed (preventing frames in the
associated queue from being transmitted). A Gate Control List
(GCL) manages these gates, defining which gates are open and
for how long at each instant. When multiple queues’ gates
are opened simultaneously, the priority determines the frame
transmission order. The standard outlines 8 different priorities,
starting from 7 (highest) to 0 (lowest), requiring the presence
of eight queues.
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Figure 1. The TAS scheduling mechanism

The TAS operation is illustrated in Figure 2 through a
simple network with two TSN switches, two talkers and two
listeners. We assume two types of flows: critical flow with
high priority and ‘normal’ flow, also known as Best Effort
(BE) flow, with low priority.The critical flow is a periodic
flow that requires deterministic ultra-low latency with hard
deadlines and low jitter without packet loss. To guarantee
these requirements, TAS allows to dedicate one time slot for
the critical flow and therefore protects this flow from any
interference coming from other traffic types. The TAS cycle
can be divided into two time sequences. The first sequence is
reserved for critical flow, while the second sequence is for all
other flows.

TSN Switch S1 TSN Switch S2

Time 
sequence 1

Talker 1

Talker 2 Listener 2

Listener 1
Cri�cal traffic

Best effort traffic

Scheduling in IEEE 802.1Qbv 
cycle 

Cycle length Cycle length

Time 
sequence 2

Time 
sequence 1

Time 
sequence 2

Figure 2. An illustrative example of two talkers (Talker 1 for critical traffic and
Talker 2 for BE traffic) exchanging with two listeners (Listener 1 for critical
traffic and Listener 2 for BE traffic) via a linear TSN network composed of
two TSN switches

For the scope of this study and in order to simplify our

problem, we have made the following assumption about the
network:

1) We are assuming a precise time synchronization in
network according to the IEEE 802.1AS standard. This
assumption is justified as our paper primarily concen-
trates on configuring the TAS, which in turn depends on
the accurate time synchronization ensured by gPTP.

2) In Ethernet TSN networks, the end-to-end delay com-
prises transmission delay (i.e. time it takes for data
to pass through any network interfaces), propagation
delay over links and processing and queuing within TSN
switches. Here, we assume uniform processing delays in
all switches and identical link capacities, simplifying our
RL formulation. Our algorithm’s focus is to determine
schedules that minimize queuing delay in switches for
critical traffic, thus reducing overall end-to-end delay.

3) we consider a network with a constant number of
switches.It’s worth noting that switch numbers in a
factory setting are typically not subject to frequent
changes. Consequently, this fixed setup does not pose
a significant concern for our study.

In this paper, we consider three kinds of network topology:
linear, ring and mesh, illustrated in Figure 3. This diversity is
crucial, as it equips the RL agent with the ability to decide
TAS configuration in any network topology.

B. Traffic model

We consider periodic traffic for critical traffic and sporadic
exponential traffic for the BE traffic. The critical (TSN)
flows adhere to a uniform distribution within the range of
[0µs,400us]. Conversely, all Best Effort (BE) flows are as-
sumed to follow exponential distribution with a parameter
of 400us. To train over varied network configurations (i.e.
varying the number of flows in the network), we employ
several distributed clients that generates critical and BE traffic.
Each critical flow has a deadline (i.e. the maximum accepted
end-to-end latency) that should be respected. The agent’s goal
will then be to find a TAS schedule that will allow the critical
flow’s latency to be below this deadline.

C. RL formulation

As illustrated in Figure 4, the RL problem can be described
as a Markov decision process (MDP), characterized by a state
space denoted as S and an action space denoted as A. It is
thus defined by the corresponding tuple (S,A) representing all
possible network states and the corresponding set of actions.
In addition, RL problem includes a reward function denoted
as R(S,A) which, through some observation metrics in the
state, evaluates the quality of the actions taken by the agent.

The learning process of our RL takes the form of a state
S on which the agent apply an action. The agent is rewarded
based on the achieved end-to-end latency of the critical flow.
This sequence of actions is then repeated until the agent
reaches the TAS configuration that allows to achieve, for the
critical flow, an end-to-end latency below the deadline. The
main challenge is to define the state, action, and reward of RL



Figure 3. Network topology considered during training phase. The switch number stays the same, links and clients number may vary
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Figure 4. The interactions between the agent and the environment

that achieves our goal. The training process consists of a set
of learning episodes (i.e. a sequence of interactions between
the agent and the environment until a terminal state). Each
learning episode has a different length, i.e., an episode requires
a different number of steps before reaching at a terminal state.

1) State: The state of the model includes the entire TAS
configuration parameters (i.e. the TAS cycle duration, TSN
time slot duration, TSN time slot position within the cycle, BE
time slot duration) as well as the TSN flow latency parameter.
The agent moves from one state to another by proposing,
each time, a new TAS configuration for the network that has
not been explored/tested. The agent measure the quality of
each transition (i.e. from a state S(t) to S(t+ 1)) through an
observation of the environment and more precisely the end-to-
end critical flow latency. The agent can transition from a state
with a suboptimal TAS configuration to a state with an optimal
TAS configuration in just one time step, and vice versa. The
challenge lies in the ability of the model to learn what is the
optimal configuration for its environment. To overcome this
challenge, we set up the following rules to help the agent:

• The measured end-to-end latency of the TSN flow in the
current state is below the deadline (i.e. the maximum end-
to-end accepted latency by the TSN flow), the reward is
therefore positive, and it represents the end of the episode;

• The measured end-to-end latency of the TSN flow in the
current state is greater than the deadline. The agent has
two options:

1) The time step number is below the configured
maximum time steps per episode: the agent tries
to explore other possibilities;

2) The time step number is equal to the configured
maximum time steps per episode (i.e. means the end
of the episode): a negative reward is given, the agent
updates the state and moves on to a new episode.

By doing this, we give the agent the possibility of exploring a
set of configurations within each episode, but these are delib-
erately short to accelerate the learning. The agent is updated
regularly until a high-performance configuration subspace is
discovered where the agent can converge towards an optimal
configuration.

2) Action: The action space consists in modifying the TAS
configuration parameters. To simplify the system, we make the
assumption of having only two traffic classes, namely critical
and BE and therefore considers only two queues and gates.
This reduction in the number of traffic classes helps streamline
the action space. Hence, when configuring TAS on a single
egress port of the TSN switch, the process involves setting
the following parameters for each gate:

• dcycle: represents the duration of the TAS cycle.
• doffset: represents the duration of the offset from the

beginning of the cycle till the instant of opening the gate.
• dopen: represents the duration of the opening of the gate.

The Figure 5 shows graphically the essential TAS config-
uration parameters that the agent has to configure when we
consider only two gates in an egress port.

Cycle duration (dcycle)

Gate 1
Gate 0

Offset duration (doffset)

Opened gate duration (dopen)

Closed gate duration (dcycle – doffset - dopen)

Time

Figure 5. Essential TAS configuration parameters

3) Reward: The reward is used to evaluate the new schedule
decided by the agent. We used the following formula:

reward =
deadline− new_latency

10
− penalty

Where new_latency represents the current measured end-to-
end delay of the critical flow and the deadline represents



a limit beyond which the new_latency is considered unac-
ceptable for the critical flow. Both parameters are given in
milliseconds. As long as the new latency is below the deadline,
the reward is negative. This allows to encourage the agent
to find faster an acceptable solution, and then to improve its
decisions. The penalty variable is important to punish the
agent when it generates an error during the simulation due
to too extreme values that has been decided by the agent,
or to accentuate the fact that the wasn’t able to decide TAS
configurations allowing to achieve good latency. If the latency
obtained with the decided TAS configuration is below this
deadline, then the episode comes to an end.

D. Agent

The agent is the brain of our learning environment. It is
governed by a learning algorithm such as Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO), depending on the problem (i.e., how
the environment is modelled, as each algorithm can’t be
applied to each environment). PPO is part of the family of
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms. These intersect
reinforcement learning (RL) and deep learning (DL) to allow
the exploration of results on very large and unstructured data
spaces. PPO uses policy-based learning to learn practical work
through the evaluation of existing policies and evaluates the
environment. It supports exploration using the entropy method.
A low entropy forecast has a strong confidence in choosing
an event, while a high entropy forecast is uncertain about
which event to choose. PPO offers better acceptance rates
and efficiency than other systems but is sensitive to change.
For this reason and also because of its ability to manipulate
discrete action spaces and a continuous observation space,
we decided to base the agent learning process on the PPO
algorithm.

IV. EVALUATION

In this part, we present the setup and then provide the results
of the training of our RL-based TAS scheduling solution.

A. Setup

The training setup is divided into 3 parts as shown on
Figure 6:

1) The RL agent (governed by PPO);
2) The network simulator OMNeT++/INET;
3) The intermediate environment allowing the connection

between the agent and simulator.
The RL agent uses the Stable-Baselines3 [26] library for the

implementation of the PPO algorithm, and the RL Baselines3
Zoo [27] training framework. Stable-Baselines3 relies on Py-
Torch [28] for the neural networks. The agent is connected
to the environment via the Gymnasium API [29]. This allows
the agent to be brought into contact with the simulator by
implementing a set of interactions for decision-making and
observation retrieval.

The simulator where the agent will undergo training is based
on the OMNeT++ network simulator and its extensions INET1.

Simulator

Environment

Agent

OMNeT++/INET

Gymnasium

Stable-Baselines3

Action AtReward RtState St

Rt+1

St+1

Figure 6. Training setup

The IEEE 802.1 TSN Working Group has recommended the
use of OMNeT++ for carrying out TSN network simulations.

Upon completion of the simulation, the results are stored in
SQLite format. The agent can retrieve the end-to-end latency
per packet and the number of packets sent/received per flow
from the obtained results. Additionally, the SQLite database
contains a vector of TAS gate states, the number of packets
waiting in each queue, and other relevant information that
aids in evaluating the agent’s schedule. These features enable
the management of the environment from a Python script,
including configuration modification, simulation initiation, and
result analysis.

To speed up the training process, the simulation duration
has been reduced to 1 seconds per iteration. Even so, each
simulation needs on average 20 seconds to execute including
the time required by OMNET++ to generate the required files
to run the simulation, which is long and can lead to a long
training time.

B. Experimentation

Figure 7 shows the learning rate of our RL agent for the
three types of network topology (i.e. linear, ring and mesh)
with 5 switches and 3 clients. We note the learning rate of
the agent applied to a mesh network is better than when the
network topology is linear or ring. The case of the linear
network presents the worst case where the flow must then
meet all of the switches in the network, thus finding itself
significantly slowed down.
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Figure 7. Training over three types of network topology (mesh, ring and
linear)

Then, to tend toward a more complex network, we set up
2 new experiments, which consists of:

1Available at https://omnetpp.org/ and https://inet.omnetpp.org/



1) varying the number of clients during training on a classic
linear network with 5 switches in order to observe the
model’s behavior while varying the number of clients
between 1 and 5 after each episode;

2) varying the topology with a fixed number of clients (3
clients) in order to observe the reaction of the model to
these major changes;

The Figure 8 shows the results.
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Figure 8. Training on random number of clients (1 to 5) for each episode
with linear topology and random topology (mesh, ring and linear) for each
episode with 3 clients

The first observation is obviously the drastic increase in
training time compared to training on a simple topology
(Figure 7). Beyond an increase in the necessary learning time,
we see that the model always manages to find convergence
towards interesting configurations. There is still a limit in
this convergence because it stagnates towards an average
configuration suitable for different topology without being
excellent in each case. The new configurations produced are
much better than a randomly generated configuration, but they
are less efficient than a configuration generated with a model
trained only on the dedicated topology.

To push further the complexity of a single-agent model to
generate configurations, we set up an experiment representing
the fusion of the two previous experiments (Figure 8) with a
modification of the reward in order to aim for the minimization
of a negative reward. This is based on a ]-∞, 0] space and
behaves to tend to 0 when the configuration minimizes network
latency. The goal of this experiment is to observe the level of
optimization that a model can achieve with a configuration
on different topology and with a variable number of clients.
The result is shown on Figure 9, which depicts the learning
behavior in a very unstable environment.
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Figure 9. Cross-training between random topology (mesh, ring and linear)
and random clients (1 to 5)

Despite being time-consuming to train, we can notice a
nice improvement in the reward which converges towards its
maximum achievable as defined in the system. As we can see,
learning takes place in a consecutive step of search then stabi-
lization until finding a new set of parameters to study in more

detail. We can identify an initial improvement with parameters
chosen more effectively than by luck and then stabilize the
latter with a slight improvement over time. Subsequently, when
discovering a new set of usable parameters, it repeats this steps
until reaching a maximum which represents the optimal subset
of parameters. Until the reward is completely stabilized, the
learning process is not yet complete. We can also observe,
through the convergence, the robustness of the model when
it faces difficult environments like ours. This suggests many
possibilities regarding its ability to learn on much larger
environments with notably many more clients. During this
last experiment, we also recorded the average episode length
(Figure 10). This shows how much try (on average) the agent
needs before finding a solution. We can see that our model
pushes the agent to find quicker an acceptable solution. In the
end of the training, the agent needs on average 2 tries before
finding a solution. If we consider that a simulation lasts around
20 seconds, this means that the agent will need less than a
minute to find a solution.
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Figure 10. Average episode length during the last training

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we introduce an RL-based approach for
configuring TAS schedules in TSN networks. Our assessments
have demonstrated that the agent we designed can provide
an acceptable configuration within a reasonable timeframe,
showcasing the potential of RL to create autonomous network
configuration solutions for TSN networks without the need for
prior knowledge of flow patterns.

One of the constraints brought by our single-agent is the
need to know beforehand the topology and the number of
switches within the network due to the rigidity of the action
space. Because of this, changing the core of the network
dynamically during the training is impossible. This means
that the core of the production network must share a strong
resemblance to the topology used for training the model.
To solve this issue, one idea would be to port our current
single-agent project to a multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) version in which each switch would correspond to
an autonomous agent working on the optimization of the
overall network. Porting to a multi-agent version would help
to overcome this dependence on the network topology to
concentrate solely on the density of communications such as
the number of clients or even network speeds. Thus, the ideal
of the model could adapt without topology concerns to other
application networks and concentrate the optimization of the
scheduler on the flows and capacities of the sub-networks.
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